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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let (X, A, p) be a measure space, i.e., X is a non-empty set provided with 
a countably additive non-negative measure p on a a-algebra ,4 of subsets of 
X Moreover we assume that p(X) > 0. Whenever X is clear from the con- 
text, we shall often write j. dp for integration over A’. By M(X) we denote 
the set of all extended-real valued measurable functions on X= (X, A, p), 
and by L’(X) the set of all f~ M(X) which is integrable over X, while 
L”(X) stands for the set of all essentially bounded functions in M(X). 
Two functions f~ M(X) and g E M(X’), where p(X) = $(A?), are said to 
be equidistributed (written f-g) whenever 
d~~)=~((f>~))=~‘((g>~))=d,(i) forall AE[W=(-co, co). 
IffE M(X), then there exists a unique right-continuous decreasing function 
f* on Lebesgue measure space ([0, p(X)), m, m), called the decreasing 
rearrangement off, such that f-f *. In fact 
f*(s) = sup{l: d,(A) > s}, s E F-4 CL(X)), 
provided that sup @ = -co, where 0 denotes the empty set. It is easy to 
see that if f E M(X), then f*(s) < co for some SE [0, p(X)) if and only if 
dhA) <p(X) for some II E [w. 
In an effort to generalize results obtained by Hardy, Littlewood and 
Polya [6] (see also [7]) and by others (e.g., Lorentz [S], Fan and 
Lorentz [4], Luxemburg [ll], Ryff [12], Lorentz and Shimogaki [lo], 
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Day [3] and Chong and Rice [Z]), Chong [l] proved that the following 
inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) are equivalent to each other: 




jJf-4+ 46 s,, (g-u)’ d/J for all 24 E [w, (1.2) 
whenever 
(i) ~-EM(X), ge M(X’),f’ EL’(X) and g+ eLl(X’), provided that 
p(X) = p’(r) = a < co, or 
(ii) 0 <YE L’(X), 0 $ge L’(Y), provided that p(X) = .$(A”) = 
a=oo. 
But, whenever (i) or (ii) is satisfied, it is easy to see that (1.1) is also 
equivalent to the following inequalities: 
j)*(t) dt $ [‘g*(t) dt for all s E [0, a). 
0 
(1.3) 
Now let us denote by Z(X) the set of all f~44M(X) such that f,fdp is 
definite, finitely or infinitely: 
Z(X) = {fE M(X):f+ E L’(X) or fP E L’(X)). 
Then the following two questions naturally arise: 
Question 1. Can we characterize the set P(X) = (fE M(X): 
f*xCo,sl~J([O, ,u(X)) for all SE [0, p(X))} without usingf*? 
Question 2. By assuming that f~ 9(X) and gEP(XI) with 
/A(X) = p’(X’) = a, decide whether (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent or not. 
In the next section, we shall show that we can answer the above 
Questions 1 and 2 affirmatively: in Theorem 2.1 we characterize the set 
P(X); moreover, after defining a preorder relation (i which we call weak 
spectral order, to pairs of elements in P(X) and 9(X’) through (1.3) (see 
Definition l), we shall show, in Theorem 2.2, that (1.2) and (1.3) are 
equivalent to each other whenever ~-ELF(X) and gEP(X’) with 
p(X) = p’(X) = a, a being finite or infinite. 
Moreover, in Section 3, we shall show that the preorder relation -=K is 
preserved by applying any left-continuous increasing convex function 
@: RW R = [-co, co] (Theorem 3.1). Theorem 3.1 is more general than 
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corresponding results by Chong [l] (i.e., Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 in his 
paper, which we state as Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2), but the arguments used 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1 are much simpler than those used by himself in 
the proof of his results. Moreover the arguments used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 are quite different from those corresponding to his proof 
arguments. 
2. WEAK SPECTRAL ORDER IN 9(X) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (X, A, p) be a measure space with p(X) = a, and let 
f~ M(X). Then 
0) jxf+ & = jf Cf*l ‘(0 dt 
and 
(ii) jxf’- dp 2 Jb: [f*] -(t) dt. 
If, in addition, p(X) is jkite, then equality holds in (ii). 
ProofI (i) is well known (see [2, 111). Also (ii) is well known whenever 
a < cc (see [2, 111). Furthermore, since dA1) = cc (for any J < 0) follows 
from fP E L’(X), provided that a = co, it follows that 
f - E L’(X) implies f * 2 0 whenever p(X) = co. 
Thus the proof is complete. 1 
In the sequel, L’(X) + L”(X) denotes the algebraic sum of L’(X) and 
L”(X) in M(X). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let (X, A, p) be a measure space with p(X) = a, and let 
f E M(X). Then the following statements are mutually equivalent: 
(A) J?f*(t) dt < 03 for some s,, E (0, a); 
(B) f t E L’(X)+ L”(X); 
(C) (f-u)+EL’(X)forsomeuER; 
(D) (f*-u)+EL’([O,a))for some UER; 
(E) Cf*l’ EL~(CO, a))+L”(CO, a)); 
(F) l:f *(t) dt < CC for any s E (0, a). 
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Proof: (A)=>(B) Assume that (A) and put E= {f’ > [f’]*(sO)}. 
Since 
f +XE" [f + l*x{[f+,*> [/+,*(so)), 
it follows that 
i.e., f +XEEL’(X). Besides 0~s’ < [f’]*(s,,) on EC, i.e., S’X~EL~(X). 
Therefore f’ E L’(X) + L”(X), i.e., (B). 
The implications (B) 3 (C)G. (D) * (E) * (F) + (A) can be derived 
immediately, by Lemma 2.1. 1 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (X, A, p) be a measure space. Then 
P(X) = 
i 
fE M(X): lim 
,I+ -cc 
dk1) = p(X), or f + e L’(X) + L”(X)}. 
Proof For simplicity, denote by A the class of functions on the right- 
hand side. Suppose first that f eP(X), so that f *xlo,s, EI([~, a)) for any 
s E (0, a), where a = p(X). Then one of the following two cases occurs: 
(a) /;f*(t)dt<co for some so E (0, a), 
and 
(B) /;f*(t)dt=m for any s E (0, a). 
But, according to Lemma 2.2, (a) is equivalent to f + E L’(X) + L”(X), 
while (/?) implies that 
I ;f*(t)dt> -co for any s E (0, a), 
which is equivalent to f * > -co, i.e., lim,, --oo d,(n) = p(X). Thus f~,4. 
Therefore Y(X) c A. 
The converse inclusion can be proved in a similar way. 1 
By virtue of Theorem 2.1, we can now define: 
DEFINITION 1. Let (X, /i, /J) and (X’, /i’, ,u’) be two measure spaces 
with p(X) = p’(X) = a. Moreover assume that f E P(X) and that g E Y(X). 
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Then we write f << g whenever 
j-;f*(t) dt 6 j; g*(t) dt for all s E (0, a). (2.1) 
The notation << obviously defines a preorder relation in .9’(X) u 9(X’); 
in the sequel -+< is referred to as weak spectral order (compare 
[l, p. 13241 and [3, p. 3841). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (X, A, p) and (xl, A’, $) be two measure spaces with 
p(X) = ,u’(X’), and let f~ 9(X) and g E 9(X’). Then f << g if and only if 
ix(f-u)‘dll~~~(g-u)+dl’ for all uER. (2.2) 
Proof Put p(X) = p’(X) = a. Suppose first that f << g: 
s ;f*(t)dt<[;g*(t)dt for all s E (0, a). 
Moreover fix u E R. Iff*(O) < u, then j (f- u)’ dp = l; [f*(t) - u] +dt = 0 
and (2.2) is trivial. Suppose therefore that f*(O)>u. Put 
s=sup(t:f*(t)>u}. Then there exists a sequence {sn}F=, such that 
s=lim n+oas, with O<s,<s,< ... <s, and then 
s, (f- ~1’ 4 = 1; [f*(t) - ul+ dl 
= ,: [f*(t) - u] dt 
s 
= )&rr 1; [f*(t) - u] dt 
< lim n-  j;” [g*(t)-ul dt 




proving (2.2). Thus the proof of “only if’ is complete. 
Conversely, suppose that (2.2) is satisfied and fix s E (0, a). We shall 
prove below that 
I ;f*(t) dt < j-i g*(t) dt (2.3) 
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is true for the s. Define 
so = a if {g*= -co}=0 
= inf{ t: g*(t) = --co > otherwise. (2.4) 
If s0 = 0, then g* = -co, and then 
for all u E R. Hence f * E -co, and (2.3) is trivial. Suppose therefore that 
s,>o. If s<so, by definition of so we have g*(s)> -co. Moreover, if 
g*(s) = co, then JS, g*(t) dt = co and (2.3) is trivial. Suppose therefore that 
g*(s) < co, i.e., Ig*(s)l < co. Then, putting u=g*(s), we have 
j; U-*(t) -g*(s)1 dl6 j; U-*(t) -g*(s)1 + dt 
< i ,” [g*(t)-g*(s)]+ dr
= s 0’ [g*(t) -g*(s)1 & 
which implies (2.3). Moreover, letting s approach so from below, in (2.3), 
we obtain 
j;f*(t)dt<J’:Og*(t)dt, (2.5) 
i.e., (2.3) is true for s=so. Suppose next that so<s<a. If so< t then 
g*(t) = -co; therefore it follows, from the assumption gE 9(X’), that 
Cg*l+ E L’(K4 a)) + ~“(CO, a)) (2.6) 
and IS, g*(t) dt = -co. Therefore the proof is complete if we can show that 
s 
)*(r) dt = --co. 
0 
(2.7) 
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If lzg*(t) dt = -co, then j$f*(t) dt = -co follows from (2.5); hence (2.3). 
On the contrary, if 1: g*(t) dt > -cc then J”p 1 g*(t)1 dt < 00 follows from 
(2.6), and then 
s 
f [g*(t)+n]- dt<jso  Ig*(t)l dt< a (for n 2 0), (2.8) 
by (g* + n)) < I g*I for n B 0. Then the following inequality follows from 
the assumption (2.2) together with (2.8) and g*(t) = --co (for s0 < t): 
s 




= [g*(t)+n]+ dt o 
I SO = {Cg*W+nl+ Cg*U)+W) dt o 
6 y [g*(t)/ dt + j’” 
s o [g*(t)+n]- dt+ns, 
s 
SO 
<2 [g*(t)1 dt+ns,. o 
Hence 
j;f*(t)ds2j4 [g*(t)1 dt-n(s-so). (2.9) 
0 
Finally, since s-so >O, (2.9) yields (2.7) on letting n + co. 1 
Remark 2.1. When f + EL’(X) and g+ EL’(X’) with p(X) = 
$(A”) < cc, Theorem 2.2 is due to Chong [ 1, Theorem 1.6, p. 13251. But it 
seems that he implicitly assumed that g*(t) > -cc for all t E (0, a). (But in 
that case, the value of so in (2.4) is a, and then we need not consider the 
case so < s.) Therefore so far as we know, our proof is also the first com- 
plete proof of his theorem. If 0 <f, ge Z,‘([O, a)) the theorem is due to 
Lorentz and Shimogaki [9, pp. 95-961. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let (A’, A, ,u) and (X’, A’, p’) be two measure spaces 
with p(X) = p’(F), and let f E P(X) and g E 9(X’). Then f << g implies the 
following: 
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(i) f*(O) = ess.supf< ess.sup g =g*(O). 
(ii) m({f* =g*(O)J) 6 m( { g* = g*(O)}) whenever g*(O) < co. 
Proof (i) follows immediately from Theorem 2.2, and then (ii) follows 
easily from (2.1). u 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let (X, A, ,a) and (X’, A’, ,a’) be two measure spaces 
with p(X) = p’(X), and let fop and gEY(X’). Zf f, EY(X) and 
g, E 9(X’) satisfy f, -=X g,, n = 1,2 ,..., and iff,, tf, g, t g, then f << g. 
Proof Since f, tf implies (f, - U) + t (f - u) + for each u E R, 
j(fn-4+ &qkv4+ &' implies j(f-u)' dp<j(g-u)’ d,u’ by 
Levi’s Monotone Convergence Theorem; then f << g follows from 
Theorem 2.2. 1 
3. INCREASING CONVEX FUNCTIONS AND WEAK SPECTRAL ORDER 
In the sequel we shall use the term convex in the following sense. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Jc R be an interval. Then a function 0: JH R is 
said to be convex on J whenever @ satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) There exists an x E P= J\{ + co, - co} satisfying Q(x) < co, and 
G(x)> ---co for any xEJ 
(ii) @(1x+(1-A)y)<I@(x)+(l-A)@(y) for any x, JJE~ and 
any IE [0, 11. 
(iii) @(-co)=lim,, --oo Q(x), whenever -co~J, and @(+co)> 
lim I+ +n3 Q(x), whenever + co EJ. 
Moreover denote by dom 4p the set {x E J: I@(x)1 < cc }, and call it the 
effective domain of @. Furthermore, a convex function @: JH R is said to 
be essentially strictly convex, if @ satisfies 
@($x, + iXZ) < J@(Xl) + f@(x*) 
for any xi and x2 with x, #x,, belonging to the interior of dom @ in R 
(int. dom @, in short). 
In the sequel J always denotes some interval contained in w. 
Remark 3.1. It should be noted that if @: JH R is increasing and con- 
vex (resp. left-continuous convex) on J, then @ can be extended to be an 
increasing and convex (resp. left-continuous convex) function Qj# on w. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, A, p) and (X’, A’, ,u’) be two measure spaces with 
p(X) = p’(X), and let f e 9(X) and g E 9(X’). Then 
(i) f << g if and only if Q(f) << Q(g) for all increasing and left-con- 
tinuous convex functions @: JH R such that the interval J contains the 
ranges off and g, provided that G(f) E P(X) and Q(g) E 9(X’). 
(ii) rf, in addition, p(X)< CC andp({f= co})=p’((g= co})=O, then 
the restriction that @ be left-continuous may be removed. 
Proof: Proof of (i): Since “if’ in (i) is trivial (by setting G(x) =x), we 
need only to prove “only if.” Suppose that f Ep(X) and gEY(X’) satisfy 
f << g, and that 0 is an increasing and left-continuous convex function 
defined on an interval Jc W for which Q(f) E g(X) and G(g) E 9(X’) is 
true. But, then, as was stated in Remark 3.1, di can be extended to be an 
increasing and left-continuous convex function Qp# on R such that 
Q(f) -=K Q(g) is equivalent to @ # (f) -=K @ # (g). Therefore we may sup- 
pose that J= R. We shall first prove that 
[ @(f *) dm < 1 @(g*) dm (3.1) 
for all increasing and left-continuous convex functions @: R H @! + . For this 
purpose, we may suppose that 0 # 0, @( - co ) = 0 and that 
@‘(g*)mCo, a)), a = p(X). (3.2) 
Then it follows, from the convexity of 0, that there exists some p > 0 and 
some u E Iw such that p(t - u)+ < G(t); so that (g* -u)+ E L’( [0, a)); hence 
[g*] + E L’( [0, a)) + L”( [0, a)) by Lemma 2.2. But then [f *] + E 
L’( [0, a)) + L”( [0, a)) follows from f << g. Therefore m( { f * = co}) = 
m( { g* = cc }) = 0. Put dom @ = [ - co, b], where the left-hand side denotes 
the closure of dom @. If b < co, then g*(O) 6 b follows from (3.2), and then 
f << g implies, by Corollary 2.1, that 
and 
f*(O) <g*(O) < b (3.3) 
m({f*=b})<m({g*=b}). (3.4) 
But (3.3) and (3.4) are also true when b = co. Now, recall that each increas- 
ing and left-continuous convex function 0, satisfying @( - 00 ) = 0, admits a 
representation 
@(x)=j (x - t) + &(t), xE(--CO,b), (6m,b) 
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where 4(t) denotes the right-hand side derivative of @ (see [S, pp. 37-381). 
Moreover Y(t,x)=[f*(x)-~]+:RxRHIR+=[O,~~] is a Bore1 
function. Then applying the above integral representation of @ to the right- 
hand side of 
j@(R*)dm= j @(g*)dm+@(b)~m({g*=b}) 
Cg*<bl 
(with convention 00 .O = 0) we obtain 




by means of Fubini’s Theorem. Similarly, 





[ [f*(x) - t] + dx 6 1 [g*(x) - t] + dx (tc RI (3.7) 
follows from f -=K g, by Theorem 2.2. Then combining (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) 
and (3.7) we obtain (3.1). 
Next we shall return to the case of an increasing left-continuous convex 
function @ on R. Since C@ is left-continuous, Q(h)-@(/I*) whenever 
h E M(X). Then to prove Q(f) -=$< Q(g), it is sufficient, by Theorem 2.2, to 
show that 
{ [@(f*)-u]+dm<J [@(g*)-u]‘dm for all u E R. (3.8) 
But as was shown in the previous paragraph, (3.8) is surely true on con- 
sidering the function (Q(t) - u)+: the proof of (i) is now complete. 
Proof of (ii): Suppose that p(X) < co, and then m({f* = co})= 
m((g*=co})=O follows from /.~({f=oo})=~‘({g=co))=O; hence (3.3) 
and (3.4) are true even if b = co. Besides, monotonicity of @ implies 
Q(h) N @(A*) for any h E M(X), and the restriction of any increasing convex 
function @ to int.dom @ is continuous. Therefore the assertion follows. 1 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let (X, A, p) and (X’, A’, p’) be two measure spaces with 
p(X) = #u’(ir). M oreover assume that 4% JH~ is increasing and essentially 
strictly convex. Furthermore assume that (i) p(X) < co or (ii) @ 2 0. If 
fog and gEp(X’) satisfy f +X g with range f, range gc J and 
D(f) E L’(X), and if 
then f*=g*. 
j @(f)&= j @(g) &‘, (3.9) 
X X 
Proof: Assume that all the conditions for f, g and @ are fulfilled. First 
we note that by extending the domain of the definition of @ continuously 
to 7 (if necessary), essentially strictly convexity of @ is not affected. 
Moreover, for each h E M(X), ess.sup h = ess.sup h* and ess.inf h 6 
essinf h*, which follows from {I: d,,(A) <p(X)} c (A: p( {h <A}) > O}. 
Therefore we may suppose J to be closed and ranges off * and g* are con- 
tained in J; so that we can apply @ to f * and g*. We shall next prove that 
wf)-@(f*) (3.10) 
holds as follows. If 
@(f) E L’(X) 
then f(x) E dom CD a.e., so that 
f(x)<b=sup(y:@(y)<co} a.e. 




for any 0 <E. Moreover, since @ is essentially strictly convex, @ is strictly 
increasing on int.dom @. Therefore it follows from (3.11) that 
(f-U)+ ~wa for some u < b. (3.13) 
Hence 
P({f>u+d)<~ for any 0 < E. 
But then f-f * implies that p( {f= 6)) = m( {f* = b)}). Hence 
,u({@(f)>c})=m({@(f*)>c}) forany @(b-)gc<@(6). 
Moreover it is clear from (3.12) that 
~L((~(f)>~))=m((~(f*)>?))=O forany @(b)<rl. 
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Thus we obtain (3.10). Then it follows that if p(X) = a < CC or @(. ) > 0, 
then 
j Q(f) 4 = j @(f*) dm. (3.14) 
x 
Equation (3.14) is true also for the pair g and g*, and then (3.9) yields 
-coi[@(f*)dm=[@(g*)dmicc. (3.15) 
Hence f*(x), g*(x) E dom Q, a.e. m. Suppose by contradiction that f* #g*. 
Then it follows from the right-continuity off * and g* that there exist a, 
and a2 such that a, -C a, and 
and 
f*(ai), g*(a,) E int.dom CD (i= 1,2) 
f*(x) #g*(x) for any xE(u,, u2). 
Moreover [f*] + E Li + L” by (3.13), and so is [g*]‘; hence 
f*(x) +g*(x) is well defined a.e. Therefore it follows, from the essentially 
strictly convexity of @, that 
@ .f*+g* 1 ( ) 2 (xl < - @(f*)(x) + -@i( 2 ; g* )(x) on (a,, 4. 
Moreover, it is easy to see that 
f* -=K.f*+g* -Kg* 
2 . 
Then Theorem 3.1 together with (3.15) yields 
j @(f *) dm <j CD (v) dm 
this is a contradiction. This contradiction proves f * = g*. 1 
Remark 3.2. In the above proof, if CD is continuous from the left, then 
(3.10) is clear, and then (3.14) is also clear. Therefore in that case, we can 
skip the part from (3.10) to (3.14). 
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COROLLARY 3.1 (Chong [l, Theorem 2.1, p. 13271). Let (X, A, ,u) and 
(xl, A’, p’) be two measure spaces with u(X) = p’(X). Moreover assume that 
O<ftzL,‘(X) and O<gEL’(X’). Then f << g ifand only if 
for all non-negative increasing convex functions @: R! + H R + such that 
Q(O) = 0. 
If f -+S g and if in addition, CD is strictly convex, then 
-CO< j @(fM=j @(g)d$<a 
X X’ 
if and only iff-g. 
If p(X) = p’(X) < co, then the restriction that f and g be non-negative may 
be removed, provided that @: R -+ R + is a non-negative, increasing convex 
function satisfying lim,, ~oc, G(u) = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.2 (Chong [ 1, Theorem 2.3, p. 13301). Let (X, A, p) and 




W-1 & G jy Q(g) &’ 
for all increasing convex functions @: iw + R. 
Zf f << g, and tf @ is strictly convex such that G(f) E L’(X), then 
j 
X 
WI dp = j,. Q(g) &' 
if and only tff-g. 
It is well known (see [2, 111) that if p(X) < co then I.fl- /f * 1 for every 
fE M(X). In general we have weak spectral order in place of 
equidistribution. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (X, A, p) be a measure space. Then If *) N If 
wheneuer f~ M(X). 
Proof According to Lemma 2.1, the following inequalities are true even 
if p(X)=co: 
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j [If*(t)/-u]+dt=j [f’*(t)-u]+ dt+j [f*(t)+u]- dt 
Gjx(.f-4’ &+jx(f+U)- dp 
= I x (IfI -u)+ dp 
for any u E R + . Hence the assertion follows from Theorem 2.2. 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let (X, A, ,u) be a measure space with u(X) = a. Then 
f increasing left-continuous convex function 
i;,,.fy<< @( IfI *) whenever fE M(X), i.e., 
0: R + + W + , 
[I @(If*(t)l) dt G 1” @(If(t)I *I dt foraZlsE [O,a]. 
0 
Theorem 10.4 of Luxemburg [ 11, p. 1093 may be expressed as follows: 
Let (X, A, p) be a finite measure space, and let J g E M+(X). Then 
.fk*f*g*. Moreover, as a special case of Fan and Lorentz [4, 
Proposition (16), p. 6301, we get the following: When f, ge Ly((a, 6)) 
satisfy f << g, then f *h* << g*h* is valid for any h E Ly((a, h)). Then com- 
bining the above two results and Corollary 2.2, we can easily get the 
following: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let (X, A, u) be a o-finite measure space, and let 
f,g~A4+(X). Then f<<g ifand only iffh<<g*h*,for all hEM+(X). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (X, A, u) be a a-finite meusure space, and assume that 
f, gEM(X) satisfy f -, g- E L1(X) + L”(X). Then 
.f+g-Cf*+g*. (3.16) 
Proof Suppose first that f, gE L’(X). It is well known that when 
,u(X)<m, (3.16) is valid (see Luxemburg [ll,Theorem (lO.l), p. 1081). 
When X is a a-finite measure space, there exists a sequence of measurable 
sets {X,};= , such that X = U,“= 1 X, with X, c X2 c . . . . Moreover, since 






p(x”) CUxxJ* + kxx,)* -aI ‘(t) dt 
0 
Y(Xn) 
< s [f*+g*-u]+(t)dt. 0 




(f+g-u)+ dp< j [f*+g*-u]+(t)& 
by Levi’s Theorem, and then the assertion follows. Suppose next that f -, 
g- E L’(X). Then f and g are approximable monotonically from below by 
those functions f, and g, belonging to L’(X), for which f,, + g, -=x f: + g,* 
are true. Besides, it is well known that fn tf implies fz If* (see, e.g., [Z]). 
Therefore, by Corollary 2.2, the assertion follows. Finally, note that 
h- EL’(X) + L”(X) is equivalent to (h-w) EL’(X) for some WE R 
whenever h E M(X), and f+ g <<f * + g* is equivalent to 
(f+g)-(u+u)=(f-u)+(g-u) 
-=% (f*-U)+(g*-u)=(f*+g*)-(u+u) 
for every U, u E R. Therefore the proof is complete. 1 
Given f~ M(X), we denote by Ilfll,, the Lp norm (1 6~ 6 00) i.e., 
Ilfll, = [St If(t dt]‘lp for 1 6p < cc and IIflI J; = esssup IfI, even if it 
diverges. Then we get the following: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let (X, A, p) he a a-finite measure space, and assume 
thatf, gEM(X) satiJfy,f -, g- E L’(X)+ L”(X). Then the following hold: 
0) I(.f+g)*I4lf+gl-=KIfl+lgl-+KIfl*+Isl*. 
(ii) /I(f+g)*Il,611f+gllp~IIIfl+lgllIp~ll Ifl*+lgl*Il,. 
Proof Combining Theorems 3.3 and 3.5, we obtain (i); then applying 
Q(x) = xp, when 1 6 p < co, and by Corollary 2.1, when p = 00, we obtain 
(ii). 1 
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